
This knowledge pill examines the issue of how to apply knowledge to the business.
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We focus on the process of selecting, identifying, processing and using the

knowledge that is needed to produce and deliver a service to clients, to create

economic value for the company and the clients themselves. The capability to make

profit and compete in the markets depends, for KIBS, on their ability to perform this

activity efficiently and effectively.

Knowledge application represents the ultimate finalization of all knowledge

management processes: the knowledge that a company collects, develops, shares,

memorizes, etc., must be finally used to deliver services to customers.
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For KIBS, the success of knowledge application greatly depends on customers and on

the profitable relationships that the company is able to establish with them.

KIBS must understand customer needs and detect what knowledge is necessary to

satisfy their needs or solve their problems. In addition, the delivery of services also

requires that a transfer of knowledge is performed to clients.

But in fact an effective bi-directional flow of knowledge with clients is necessary. The

delivery of services to clients consists of or incorporates knowledge that is

transferred to them. And it requires a trustworthy climate and a capability to

communicate. This makes it possible to design and deliver tailored services and to

make clients acknowledge their value.
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As mentioned, knowledge application pulls and is connected with the rest of KM

processes. As a matter of fact, applying the right knowledge to the design and

delivery of services requires that knowledge about customer needs is collected. It is

then necessary to check if the knowledge already possessed by the company is

sufficient and appropriate. In case it is not, there is a need to search for new

knowledge, to acquire and create it. All the collected knowledge must be integrated

and processed to design and delivery services. In doing this, the internal project

teams must share their knowledge. Finally, service delivery also implies that

knowledge is transferred to customers, and the experience made with the project

must be memorized for future uses.

For this reason, knowledge application is the finalization and ultimate goal of the rest

of KM activities, which must be defined and implemented accordingly.
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The professionals specializing in the technical design or implementation of a service

solution are essential. Their experience is what makes it possible to apply the right

knowledge to each specific situation. A constant learning «on the job» represents the

way professionals can find and update the appropriate service solutions. Especially

for tailored services that require continuous innovations, a strong support to

professionals must be provided to help them capitalize their experience and learn

new elements. The business must be timely, effective, and efficient to be profitable,

but new explorations can sometimes be necessary especially in complex cases, and a

controlled «trial-and-error» approach must be allowed. In most cases, services are

produced and delivered based on a project approach and in teams. Knowledge

application is facilitated by an appropriate project management methodology,

depending on the nature of the service. In the end, the experience done in a project

can be useful in future times and therefore, to avoid reinventing the wheel,

appropriate knowledge documentation becomes integral part of knowledge

application. Another approach is to create «competence groups», i.e. teams of

professionals that share their experience and help the development of innovative

services by capitalizing on the experience done in project and sharing it with other

employees.
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A key challenge in knowledge application is that, ultimately, it is necessary that the

clients understand and acknowledge the value of the delivered services. This means

that the provided solution must be «explained» in a way that makes its value evident

and apparent.

A second issue regards new hires, who must be trained and made ready to work «in

the field» as soon as possible. This requires that the essential knowledge to be

applied in projects must be easily acquired.

A third problem is that all KIBS sectors are highly dynamic as regards needs of clients,

technologies to use, or ways of conducting a project. Therefore, knowledge

application requires a constant update. In addition, it is necessary that all employees

and professionals are aligned to the strategic and operative goals of the company,

otherwise knowledge may be applied in different ways for each project. This

alignment can however be difficult especially in the case of larger KIBS. Finally,

professionals working in the same project must share knowledge effectively to

design the solutions to deliver.
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In short, there is no single approach to knowledge application for KIBS, due to their

very different specialization and market conditions.

As a summary, we may focus on these main points.

First, it is important to establish appropriate relationships with clients.

Second, the effective knowledge application strongly depends on the professionals

who work on the production and delivery of service solutions. Their knowledge

management processes must be therefore supported appropriately.

Third, the company must find a way to implement a «virtuous cycle» where past

experience in projects is memorized and reused quickly. However, the capability to

introduce continuous innovations must also be strengthened.
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